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Abstract

The concepts of a virtual fab (VF) and manufacturing service (MS) have been proposed over recent years as a way to face the

fierce competition of the semiconductor industry. This paper proposes a way to build a VF with a flexible manufacturing service

in a highly specialized and uncertain environment. The VF enabling framework contains manufacturing service, business

process (BP), and infrastructure (IR) layers. A novel dynamic manufacturing service provision mechanism (DMSPM) was

designed to compose objects flexibly among the three layers of the various manufacturing services. The skeleton of the scheme

includes name mapping, business process binding, resource reservation binding, and manufacturing service management

binding to allow flexible service composition. To assess the feasibility and potential of the framework and our DMSPM, an order

commitment service (OCS) provided by a foundry fab was used as an example. A prototype system was designed and

implemented to demonstrate that current IT, CASE tools, a fab information infrastructure, and data/information availability

make DMSPM readily realizable and that it has good possibilities in VF and e-business developments.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Evolution of business model in the

semiconductor industry

In the semiconductor industry, although the unit

price per integrated circuit (IC) device continues

to reduce, costs for building a new IC fab increase

[37]. Only a few companies have the ability to build a

fab with reasonable financial returns. Meanwhile,

customers are demanding more and more advanced

fabrication capabilities. Customers now demand a

reduction in manufacturing cycle time with high yield

and this has impacted the entire supply chain of the

semiconductor industry. Therefore, the risk of running

a fab has increased significantly due to its high capital

investment and the dynamic situation. Industry has

responded to high risk by attempting to use several

business strategies, such as strategic alliances and a

dedicated foundry fab; this has led to the evolution of a

business model in the semiconductor industry.

The computer/electronics industry has changed

from being vertically integrated to vertical disintegra-

tion [22]. In the semiconductor industry, vertically
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integrated firms (integrated device manufacturers

(IDM)) like Intel, IBM, and Motorola have dominated

the market across all segments of manufacturing. But

since 1987, under the rapid growth of fabless design-

houses (see Fig. 1), the increasing capital intensity of

building a fab, and the decreasing technology life

cycle in IC products and process technology, the

dedicated foundry fabs have started to use a different

specialized business model, as shown in Fig. 2. Com-

pared to the specialization and division of labor in

other computer-related industries, the semiconductor

industry is functional—rather than component-based:

thus the nature of disintegration in the semiconductor

industry is that the departments of IC design, manu-

facturing, testing, and assembly (originally in a single

IDM) have separated into several firms.

The foundry/fabless model [24] is the core of the

vertical disintegration structure in the semiconductor

industry. In this, foundry fabs focus their core compe-

tency on manufacturing capability and are able to

provide services to many fabless design-houses and

system companies because of their economies of scale.

On the one hand, some foundry companies have tried to

enhance their service by helping customers provide

their own back-end activities, such as assembly and

testing. On the other hand, fabless design-houses focus

their core competency on product innovation and

regard foundry fabs as their manufacturing partners.

Design-houses, therefore, significantly reduce their

capital investment and are able to concentrate their

core competencies by accessing production capacity

from outside efficient foundry fabs.

Under this vertical disintegration structure, foundry

business has experienced a significant growth. It has

been estimated that 10% of worldwide production

volume was provided by foundry fabs in 1999, and

this is expected to increase to more than 25% in the

coming years (Fig. 3) [3]. The achievements of the

foundry/fabless model have contributed to further

disintegration in IC manufacturing. There is no doubt

that, in future, the foundry business will take a larger

share in IC supply and competition among the foundry

will get fiercer [49].

1.2. From foundry fab to virtual fab

In spite of the great opportunities of growth, foun-

dry fabs are facing critical challenges. On the business

side, the fast growth in the number of foundry

fabs leads to more competition and shrinking profit

margins [16]. The industry is changing from regional

to global [38]. This trend extends customers’ ‘‘choice-

space’’ of suppliers. They expect on-time delivery

of high-quality customized products at prices reflec-

tive of high-volume manufacturing costs plus great

service. It is even more important for foundry

fabs to provide services to satisfy the increased cus-

tomer expectations—faster, cheaper, better, and more
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Fig. 1. Growth of number of fabless design-houses worldwide [24].
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Fig. 2. (a and b) Evolution of business model in the semiconductor industry [24].
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customized. Moreover, the rapid advancements in IT

and Internet applications are dramatically changing

the whole business into a service economy. In contrast

to transactional manufacturing operations that are

isolated or buffered from the customers, manufacturing

firms must now deal with an environment in which

the customers become part of the production proces-

ses. Consequently, a ‘‘manufacturing service (MS)’’

concept will arise to move activities into services.

Manufacturing firms must pursue ever-greater flexi-

bility so that they can provide more services to their

customers [18].

On the technology side, the development of the

system-on-a-chip [20] and the increasingly expensive

R&D on product innovation and process technology

development require foundry fabs to build their capa-

city to support customers’ competitive product design

and development. This transition is illustrated in Fig. 4;

the first part depicts the earlier basic business model,

where fabless design-houses and IDMs outsource their

full or partial manufacturing functions, such as mask

set generation, wafer fabrication, testing, and assem-

bly to the foundry fabs. Along with the evolution of IT

and fab automation for functions/firms integration,

services such as one-stop or back-end turnkey services

have gradually been included into the business model

of the foundry fab. Fig. 4(b) depicts the latest service-

driven model, where foundry fabs also collaborate

closely with intellectual property providers and

third-party design service companies to provide cus-

tomers with product design libraries and design ver-

ification services so that customers can quickly and

easily ‘‘design for manufacturing’’ [7].

In order to meet the new challenges, a foundry fab

has to adopt new strategies and more efficient methods.

The value-added activities cannot be analyzed in the

same way as the traditional manufacturing model. A

service-driven business model that provides customers

with manufacturing services in addition to manu-

facturing capability must be in-place under the new

Fig. 3. Growth of foundry business in percentage worldwide [3].
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Fig. 4. (a and b) Evolution of foundry business model [49].
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service economy. As a result, the idea of a ‘‘virtual

fab (VF)’’ (in which a foundry fab provides integrated

manufacturing services to its customers as if this

foundry fab were the customer’s own fab) has been

proposed as one of the critical needs for achieving

competitiveness.

The VF must facilitate intensive interaction between

the foundry fabs and their customers, including fabless

design-houses, system vendors, or IDMs. Fig. 5 depicts

four levels of interaction. These are at the minimum

level when only existing process technologies and

product designs are involved and are most intensive

when new designs of product and of process techno-

logies are being concurrently developed. To reduce the

costs of interactions in searching, communications, and

monitoring, a new virtually integrated approach is

needed for linking a foundry fab and its partners (as

if they were in a single firm) to facilitate a seamless

relationship between the foundry fab and its customers.

1.3. Major design issues of the VF

Flexibility, speed, and transparency of manufactur-

ing service provision are three key effects needed by a

foundry fab in developing its internal VF environment.

In spite of the attraction and significance of VF

concepts, the definition and ways to achieve them

remains either ambiguous or confusing to most practi-

tioners. The issues discussed here are therefore:

(1) providing definitions of VF and manufacturing

services,

(2) providing a VF enabling framework as a founda-

tion for flexible and quick providing of manu-

facturing services,

(3) developing a dynamic manufacturing service

provision mechanism (DMSPM) based on the

VF enabling framework, and

(4) assessing the feasibility and merits of the designs

by using an order commitment service (OCS) as

a carrier.

2. Definition of virtual fab and manufacturing
service

2.1. Elements of the virtual environment

Based on our study of the literature, the elements of

a virtual environment are: separation, transparency,

simulation, and customization.

Separation implies that a person can be independent

of time and/or space within the environment; i.e., one

may be involved with an activity without being phy-

sically on-site or working at the same time. Moreover,

the concept can be applied to tangible and intangible

entities and it is usually intended to increase perfor-

mance or efficiency of the process. The application of

electronic data interchange (EDI) [2] was based on the

idea of separating information from the flow of goods

[5]. Meanwhile, partners in the team of experts [1]

who provided services to customers were organiza-

tionally separated but treated as though they belonged

to a single organization.

Transparency refers to the ability to access

resources without physically owning them [51]. To

be more specific, an information provider must design

a system so that users at different locations, on dif-

ferent platforms, and using different application tools,

can access information without difficulty and feel as

though he or she owns the information. Transparency

also refers to collaboration or partnership with exter-

nal organizations [13,34]. Information sharing is a key

to integration of a supply chain. A knowledge network

must be created for dynamic interaction and quick

response to specific requests or problems [25].

Simulation involves imitating the real-world facil-

ities or processes (the system) [29]. In an IC fabrica-

tion scenario, this can be a device, a process, or the

entire factory. For example, a manufacturing firm that

is contemplating building a large extension to one of

its plants but is not sure if the potential gain in

productivity must first justify the cost. A careful

simulation study could shed light by determining
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Fig. 5. Interactions between product and process development.
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the operation of the plant as it currently exists and as it

would be if the plant were expanded.

Customization refers to the flexibility of the system

to fit different users’ needs in a dynamic environment

[21]. This has two implications. To the users, it

requires special interfaces specifically designed to

satisfy their needs. To the system designers, the system

itself must be flexible enough to adjust its internal

operations dynamically to respond to external needs.

Based on needs, customers will thus be able to require

different kinds of products (e.g. wafer, probed wafer,

or packaged IC) and services (e.g. material to be

directly delivered to the customer’s customers).

2.2. Various views and definition of virtual fab

Table 1 lists some existing views of VF. From the

strategic management perspective, TSMC defines the

virtual fab as the customer’s fab [48]. Moreover, the

UMC Group has developed the Virtual Foundry Con-

sultant to help its customers match their needs with the

technology and service available [50]. To satisfy many

customers, however, the physical fab must provide

customized services and mixed products by dynami-

cally changing operation and capacity configuration.

Quality of service is guaranteed by advanced technol-

ogy, high yield, sufficient capacity, rapid and on-time

delivery, and design support service [27].

From the manufacturing engineering perspective,

Stanford University perceived a VF as a simulated fab

to run in parallel with or in front of the actual fab for

fast processing, product, and operation development

[32]. The Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA)

further proposed the integration of the fabrication

facility and its associated suppliers throughout all

steps of semiconductor device manufacturing from

product development through product shipment [45].

Intel, from the technology transfer perspective,

proposed the ‘‘copy exactly’’ concept [35]. This

requires that systems are developed in order to mini-

mize the time required for technology transfer and to

ensure product quality and yield. During the course of

technology transfer, ‘‘everything which might affect

the process, or how it is run’’ is copied down to the

finest detail, unless it is either physically impossible to

do so or there is an overwhelming competitive benefit

in introducing a change. This approach introduces new

processes or products into the production cycle but

should not be applied during technology development,

which requires creativity and innovation [4].

Having explored the elements of a virtual environ-

ment and various views of VF, we consider it from the

perspective of manufacturing service. A VF is thus a

manufacturing service environment (or system) that

provides transparent services and simulations of a

foundry fab to internal or external users, who are

separated from the real entity in space and or time,

with open and easy access and real-time response to

user specific needs.

In the new business model, manufacturing services

and partnerships are the key concepts. All four virtual

aspects are captured in our VF model.

2.3. Manufacturing service for a virtual fab

Fig. 6 depicts the value chain and service delivery

model in a service-driven manufacturing firm. Man-

ufacturing service provision includes the delivery of

both tangible and intangible products. Tangible pro-

ducts are real entities, such as probed wafers or

Table 1

Various views of virtual fab

Key concept Nature of virtuality

Separation Transparency Simulation Customization

Strategic management Customer’s fab @ @ @ @

Virtual foundry consultant @ @ @

Manufacturing engineering Simulated fab @

Factory integration @ @

Technology transfer management Copy exactly @ @

Manufacturing services Service and partnership @ @ @ @
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packaged dies. In the traditional foundry fab model,

the tangible products represent most of the value

delivered to customers. In a manufacturing service-

driven VF model, however, they are the minimum

requirements of customers. Additional intangible

products must be created and delivered as part of

the manufacturing service. Here, intangible products

result from customers’ involvement in the manu-

facturing processes or the value-added functions from

the customers’ perspective. Thus the tightly coupled,

concurrent interactions between manufacturers and

customers create a new manufacturing service.

Table 2 provides several examples of manufacturing

services for a VF: here we further classify intangible

products into two types of service based on the inter-

action patterns between the VF and the customers:

technology- and logistics-driven services.

3. The three-layered virtual fab enabling
framework

To provide manufacturing services in a highly

specialized and uncertain environment, the resources

and business processes (BP) of a VF must be easily re-

configurable in a systematic way. Therefore, we pro-

pose a three-layered virtual fab enabling framework

based on the concepts of object-oriented methodology

[14] and a layered architecture [46]. Here the concept

of object-oriented (OO) methodology is useful because

of its flexibility, reusability, scalability, and expand-

ability [52]. For example, SEMATECH proposed a

CIM application framework based on an object-

oriented model to provide a technological guideline

to establish a common environment for the integration

of applications and sharing of information in semi-

conductor manufacturing [42].

In Fig. 6, we see a value chain and service delivery

model in which manufacturing services, both tangible

and intangible, are delivered to customers through the

configuration of business processes and manufactur-

ing resources. Here, a business process is defined as a

structured, measured set of activities designed to per-

form a specified output [12].

In proposing a VF enabling framework, it is natural

to map the three-layered service delivery model into a

three-layered framework. Fig. 7 shows the proposed

three-layered framework; it contains the manufactur-

ing service (MS) layer, business process (BP) layer,

Fig. 6. Value chain and service delivery model.

Table 2

Types of manufacturing services for a virtual fab

Product type Interaction pattern

Technology-driven

service

Logistics-driven

service

Intangible

products

IP/library usage Capacity reservation

Technology catalog Due-date quote

Advanced technology Order status checking

Qualification On-time delivery

Yield data access Exception handling

Failure cause analysis Quick response

Turnkey service

Wafer acceptance test

data access

Yield data access

Tangible

products

Wafer

Probed wafers

Packaged dies

Manufacturing Service Layer 

Business Process Layer 

Infrastructure Layer 

Fig. 7. Three-layered VF: an enabling framework.
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and infrastructure (IR) layer. The three layers work

together in providing a manufacturing service but with

different specialization. From the customers’ stand-

points, the MS layer works as an interface to establish

a customer’s request, while the BP and IR layers work

together to implement the request. Note that the VF

enabling framework itself is not a specific system; it

only tells what each layer should do.

Details of each layer consist of objects that are

abstracted based on the object-oriented approach for

modeling the fab [44]. The generic principle of how

the three layers cooperate to provide manufacturing

services to customers is depicted in Fig. 8. Concep-

tually, each layer consists of two types: operator and

manager objects. The operator objects carry out the

provision of manufacturing services, while the man-

ager objects perform either an administration or coor-

dination task. The administration task involves the

supervision of operator objects’ performance in order

to guarantee the quality of manufacturing services

within its own layer. The coordination task involves

the coordination of manager objects across different

layers in order to make sure that objects in the three

layers work together properly. This design facilitates

flexible provision of manufacturing services, where

objects can be easily added or deleted to modify or

compose manufacturing services without changing the

framework.

3.1. Manufacturing service layer

The manufacturing service (MS) layer is concerned

with the transformation of manufacturing services

between the customers and a VF. The main tasks in

this include accepting an MS request from customers,

determining which objects of this layer are responsible

for that request, creating new objects if no object is

able to handle the request properly, mapping the

external requests into internal service requirements,

and passing them to the business process (BP) layer.

On the other hand, the main tasks in the transformation

include accepting the accomplished manufacturing

service from the BP layer, and passing this managed

manufacturing service to customers.

In order to accomplish the tasks, objects of the MS

layer have to perform four main functions: interface,

decomposition/composition, creation, and manage-

ment. The interface function accepts and interprets

service requests from customers and delivers manu-

facturing services to them. The decomposition func-

tion decomposes the requested services into business

processes to be performed at the next business process

layer. The composition function then integrates busi-

ness processes, based on service requirements, into

manufacturing services. The creation function pro-

duces new objects when necessary. Finally, the man-

agement function ensures that the manufacturing

services guarantee quality. For each type of manufac-

turing service, the management function determines if

different types of processes result in different levels of

customer involvement and quality of service [33].

3.2. Business process layer

The BP layer gathers all the associated objects

together to fulfill requirements from the MS layer.

To provide flexible manufacturing services, business

processes have to be reusable for different manufac-

turing services or other business processes can be

dynamically configured.

MS operator
objects 

Customer requests 

Dynamic manufacturing service 
provisioning mechanism (DMSPM)

MS: Manufacturing Service 
BP: Business Process 
IR: Infrastructure

Manufacturing services

BP operator
objects 

IR operator
objects 

MS manager 
objects 

BP manager 
objects 

IR manager 
objects 

Fig. 8. Cooperation of three layers for manufacturing services provision.
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Objects of the BP layer perform two main func-

tions: configuration and creation. The configuration

function arranges a group of objects to work together.

That is, after receiving an internal service requirement

from the MS layer, objects in the BP layer work as a

controller to split it up into several activities that can

be performed via cooperation of associated objects in

the IR or BP layer. An object in the BP layer config-

ures related objects by sending messages to them: they

act as activity controllers while objects of the IR layer

act as activity executors to carry out manufacturing

service requests. The creation function creates new

objects if none exists.

3.3. Infrastructure layer

The IR layer contains the resources to support the

top two layers in providing manufacturing services.

Objects are modeled from the concrete entities in a

fab. The SEMATECH CIM application framework

[43] can be utilized as a foundation of the infrastruc-

ture layer of the VF enabling framework. As a result,

the IR layer consists of two parts: a physical and

logical fab. A physical fab can be modeled by a logical

fab through one-to-one mapping. This concept was

also adopted in the MMST project [36], in which

a distributed object-oriented CIM architecture was

proposed.

In a VF environment, three resource components

are identified as the key components of the physical

fab. These include data-warehouse-server [10,19],

open real-time simulation server [23,47], and the

dynamic manufacturing service provision mechanism

server. The data warehouse filters or summarizes data

to users for decision support [39]; it must be set up in

the early phase of the VF construction. An open real-

time simulation server provides a real-time simulation

environment where simulation resources are open to

customer access.

4. Dynamic manufacturing service provision
mechanism (DMSPM)

The control mechanism, called the dynamic man-

ufacturing service provision mechanism (DMSPM),

enables cooperation of objects with different roles

among the three layers. It is utilized to break down

required manufacturing services from customers and

flexibly link related objects of business processes and

logical/physical resources in order to fulfill the man-

ufacturing services. To accomplish this, the concept of

object binding [30] is utilized.

Fig. 9 illustrates this. Upon a well-defined OO fab

model, the DMSPM utilizes binding in two phases.

First, in the service creation phase, specific objects

are associated with each other, according to their

relationships, to fulfill a requested service. These

relationships, either inter- or intra-layer objects, are

planned when modeling a fab and are designed when

new services are requested. Second, in the service

execution phase, those associated objects are activated

by messages passing among objects to deliver the

requested manufacturing service. After providing

the service, the associated objects are released for

activation. In brief, object binding implies the concept

of dynamic configuration in order to flexibly provide

manufacturing services.

Using the binding model of Lazar et al. [31], Chang

et al. [8] designed a dynamic binding mechanism for

manufacturing service creation with guaranteed service

quality. By distinguishing the salient needs between

service creation and execution phases, the dynamic

binding mechanism was further refined into the

DMSPM. The expandability of the binding mechanism

and reusability of objects can be employed to construct

it. Now we shall consider a virtual fab environment built

on a three-layered VF enabling framework over an

object-oriented fab model [17].

Fig. 9. The concept of binding.
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4.1. Manufacturing service provision skeleton

The DMSPM exploits the OO abstraction of a fab

and is service process driven. Compared with the

traditional functional description model of a fab,

the OO based fab model in the VF enabling frame-

work not only indicates what should be done but also

specifies who should do it by assigning tasks to

objects. Moreover, our VF enabling framework sepa-

rates real entities and logical entities for flexibility

by distributing objects in the three layers. This

organization of entities of resources, processes, and

information [53] is flexible for re-configuration for

different requirements.

The DMSPM can bind or configure a set of objects

by modeling the entities or states in a fab into man-

ufacturing services in a flexible way. Inputs of the

DMSPM are manufacturing service requirements

from customers and its outputs are the managed

manufacturing services. According to the associating

and activating concept of object binding, the process

of providing manufacturing services in the DMSPM is

broken into two sequential phases: creation and execu-

tion. As shown in Fig. 10, a skeleton of the DMSPM is
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Business processes 
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Fab service plan/execution

Work flow generation

Internal service 
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Fig. 10. Manufacturing service provision skeleton.
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Fig. 11. Application of DMSPM in VF: an enabling framework.
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extracted from the procedural commonality of the two

phases. There are four steps in the skeleton: name

mapping, business process binding, resource reserva-

tion binding, and manufacturing service management

binding. The functions are:

(1) The creation phase:

� Name mapping: This automatically translates an

external manufacturing service request into a

specification expressed in internally recogniz-

able terms and thus it creates an internal service

requirement.

� Business processes binding: This associates busi-

ness process objects through its internal service

requirement and thereby generates workflow,

which consists of sequences of activities with

various resource requirements.

� Resource reservation binding: This associates

required resource objects to workflow. It reserves

and schedules the necessary resources and thereby

creates a fab service plan via functions such as

resource registration, production planning, and

scheduling.

� Manufacturing service management binding:

This associates managerial activities and resour-

ces to the fab service plan to become a managed

service plan.

(2) The execution phase:

� Business processes binding: This activates indi-

vidual BPs and carries out the control of work-

flow according to the service plan.

� Resource reservation binding: This activates

resource usage in accordance with the BP

requirements.

Order Priority setting 

Residual capacity
calculation 

Business
rules 

Capacity requirement 
calculation 

Capacity allocation 

Scheduling 

Agree 

MES data

Disagree 

WAFER OUT PLAN

Customer Production Planning Sales 

Delay?Yes 

Yes 

No

Adjust
due date? 

Priority
adjustment

Customer
negotiation

Committed due date & 
Planned wafer start date Internal wafer out plan

No

CONFIRMATION

Fig. 12. Order commitment service workflow.
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� Manufacturing service management binding:

This activates the managerial activities in each

layer and thereby generates a managed manufac-

turing service to the customer.

4.2. Application of DMSPM in VF enabling

framework

Fig. 11 illustrates how the DMSPM is applied in a

VF enabling framework, i.e., how the skeleton steps

bind objects of individual layers into a manufacturing

service. In this figure, arrows represent the direction

of interaction while the associated numbers represent

the procedural sequence of the DMSPM. For example,

a customer requests manufacturing service via the

interface object in the MS layer. After name mapping,

the DMSPM further binds objects in the BP layer

accordingly to generate workflow for the manufac-

turing service. The DMSPM then binds resources in

the IR layer to each BP object, etc.

Note that the DMSPM may provide flexible re-

configuration of manufacturing services in the VF

enabling framework in two ways. First, an object can

be easily modified, added into or deleted from a fab

model, and changes of a fab or customer requirements

can then be captured in a service plan without changing

the DMSPM. In other words, it can easily respond to

changes. Second, as an object is bound for activation

only when needed, it allows both binding by multiple

services at different times and binding based on the

actual progress of a service.

Commercial object-relational DBMS products [55]

are available to store all the objects of fab models,

together with their relationship and behavior, in a

Fig. 13. Relationships among objects for OCS provision.
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database. The binding actions or dynamic linkage can

be implemented via object-oriented programming and

the corresponding CASE tool [40]. Moreover, the

techniques of run-anywhere web and one-to-one tool

[6,54] are well developed for manufacturing service

interface. The bill of material processor [28], custo-

mized interpreter, standardized data exchange, and

name translator [15] are used to fulfill name mapping.

An in-house developed or commercial scheduling/

planning tool can be used to perform the resource

reservation binding. For example, a commercial ERP

system [26] could be used to perform production

planning or scheduling to calculate resource quantity

and time to be reserved for quality of service. Finally,

the project management [11] function is included in

the manufacturing service to monitor service, quality,

cost, and time to fulfill manufacturing services man-

agement binding and then to complete the DMSPM.

5. Applying DMSPM to order commitment
service

To explain the ideas and to assess the practicality of

the DMSPM, we use a simplified order commitment

service (OCS) as an example.

5.1. Three-layered model of an OCS

The OCS aims at quick and accurate commitment of

delivery once customers place their orders. Fig. 12

shows an abstract workflow, which is extracted from

the practices of two leading foundry service providers,

TSMC and UMC, and it is called the available-to-

promise service. As shown in Fig. 12, after receiving

customers’ orders, the sales department sets a priority

to each order in conjunction with the production

planning (PP) department. Based on the priority

and quantity requirements of an order, PP makes a

wafer-out-plan for the order by calculating its capa-

city requirements, checking residual capacity of fabs

under the ongoing production schedule, allocating

the available capacity, and scheduling resource reser-

vation and the due date. The workflow finally con-

firms the due date with individual customers to

complete the OCS procedures. A good OCS must

quickly provide customers with credible and short

cycle-timed delivery schedules and transparent busi-

ness processes.

To apply a DMSPM skeleton to OCS under the VF

enabling framework, we first model its workflow into

an object-oriented model. The class diagram of UML

Fig. 14. Sequences diagram of DMSPM in OCS provision.
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[41] is utilized to model the static design view of the

OCS in our VF enabling framework. Fig. 13 indicates

this three-layered, object-oriented abstraction of OCS

workflow. Both real entities and logical entities of

Fig. 12 are modeled as objects in Fig. 13. For example,

the sales-staff object is abstracted from real entities of

a fab while the wafer-out-plan-BP object models a

sub-flow of OCS workflow which is a logical entity.

Fig. 15. Name mapping for OCS.
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The relationships among objects are also shown. In

order to reduce visual complexity, all UML-defined

relationships are simplified into two types of straight

line: a solid one indicates the existence of a relationship

between two intra-layer objects, while a dashed one a

relationship between two inter-layer objects. For ins-

tance, the OCS–BP object associates other BP objects in

the same layer, such as the wafer-out-plan-BP, which

in turn associates other objects such as the capacity-

allocation in the BP layer and the resource objects in the

infrastructure layer, such as the PP-staff, the planning-

tool-server, and the data-warehouse-server objects.

Fig. 16. Business process binding for OCS.
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5.2. Applying DMSPM skeleton to OCS

Fig. 14 illustrates the overall flow of the DMSPM—

howitcomposesanOCSontheVFenablingframework.

Objects of each layer have one of two roles: operator

or manager. In Fig. 13, the shadowed objects are

manager objects while the others are operator objects.

For conciseness, without sacrificing the key concepts

we aggregate objects in each layer into a generic man-

ager object and a generic operator object to illustrate the

application of DMSPM to OCS. All specific objects in

Fig. 13 have to inherit from either the generic operator

object or the generic manager object. By utilizing

the sequence diagram of UML, Fig. 14 indicates the

DMSPM step sequences of creation and execution

phases for OCS provision.

Examples of OCS provision steps are as follows:

1. Name mapping: Consider as an example, an OCS

provision process in a foundry company XYZ with

Fig. 17. Resource reservation binding for OCS.
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five fabs. A customer NTU places an order at

11:00 a.m. on day-1 requesting 235 wafers of

DRAM in 0.25 technology with a due date of day-

40. Fig. 15 indicates the name mapping for OCS in

the MS layer.

2. Business process binding: Objects in the MS layer

and the BP layer both conduct business process

binding. As shown in Fig. 16, in the MS layer,

after checking the technological feasibility from

tables, the OCS–MS object assigns this order to

Fab 1 of foundry company XYZ and out-sources

backend processing to company G. The OCS–MS

object then links objects in the BP layer by

sending a message with parameter ‘‘Fab 1’’ to the

OCS–BP object and a message with parameter

‘‘company G’’ to the backend-outsourcing-BP

object.

In the BP layer, a major task of the OCS–BP is

to generate the workflow for service fulfillment.

By utilizing a UML activity diagram, the OCS

workflow is first modeled as a sequence of

activities and saved within the OCS–BP object.

After receiving messages from the OCS–MS

object in the MS layer, the OCS–BP object

Fig. 18. Manufacturing service management binding for OCS and outputs of DMSPM.
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invokes each activity to bind its associated objects,

such as the sub-business processes or rules.

3. Resource reservation binding: As shown in Fig. 17,

once the workflow in the business process layer is

complete, the associated resources in the infra-

structure layer must be scheduled and reserved to

satisfy a fab service plan. The fab service plan,

consisting of the planning results of the equipment

resources along with the staff and tool resources,

will then be completed.

4. Manufacturing service management binding:

Fig. 18 illustrates the steps of the manufacturing

service management binding. The manager objects

in each layer are first linked to their associated

operator objects and then to their adjacent-layered

manager objects for necessary coordination or

negotiation between layers.

Fig. 19 further illustrates a specific example of

manufacturing service management binding in the

BP layer. In the creation phase, after receiving

messages from the OCS–BP object, the BP-

manager object adds the management activities

in order to ensure on-time delivery in each

decomposed process stage. Management activities

and performance metrics, such as each stage’s lead

or delivery time, are bound into the fab service

plan. In the execution phase, this BP-manager

object monitors these performance metrics and

sends a message to the MS-manager or server-

manager object if coordination between layers is

required.

Finally, the outputs of the managed OCS

include the dates (committed due date and

planned wafer start date) and the internal wafer-

out-plans (production and resource reservation

plan). The OCS date is delivered to customers

via the external interface and the internal wafer-

out-plan is delivered to the fab’s production-plan

department via the internal interface. Whether

the wafer-out-plan is or is not delivered to

customers depends on the business policy of

individual fabs. The user interface can work as an

information filter to implement this business

policy.

Fig. 19. A specific example of manufacturing service management binding for OCS: management binding of the BP-manager object.
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5.3. Prototype of DMSPM in OCS

To realize the DMSPM in the OCS application,

a prototype system was designed and implemented

[9]. Fig. 20 depicts the system architecture which

was composed of a browser client, a web server, the

DMSPM server, and the VF database. Rational ROSE

was used as our CASE tool for both OO modeling of

OCS in terms of UML and Cþþ code skeleton gen-

eration. The DMSPM server was coded in Cþþ. The

DMSPM server implemented the common steps of

the DMSPM skeleton for the creation and execution

phases for OCS provision. Although the manager

objects were Cþþ codes in the prototype, they could

be human decision-makers in a real application.

In our prototype development, it was found that

input data and/or information to the DMSPM were

mostly available from the IS of the fab and its company.

Most business process documents were available in the

company, passing ISO 9000 verification, but they may

have to be computerized in the actual implementation.

The inputs to OCS included order quantity, product

type, technology, and expected due date. while the

outputs included the committed due date and wafer-

out-plan. Our experiment demonstrated both the ideas

and the potential of the DMSPM for use in virtual fab

and e-business developments.

6. Conclusions

Fast growth of the foundry business, fierce global

competition, and advancements in the use of IT have

recently made VF one of the critical ways of achieving

competitiveness in the semiconductor industry. One

exiting definition makes a foundry fab the equivalent

of the customers’ own fab: this leads to a service-

oriented business model with emphasis on excellent

manufacturing service. Such a flexible service in a

highly specialized and uncertain environment becomes

a driving force for the development of a VF.

This paper, identified the critical demands for a VF

and manufacturing service under a service-driven

business model. Based on the demands, it further

defined the VF, together with the manufacturing ser-

vice, and proposed a VF enabling framework. Our

prototype implementation of DMSPM in the OCS

application demonstrated the following cases:

(1) The ideas are feasible under current fab practice.

(2) The VF enabling framework and DMSPM should

have potential for application in the e-business of

foundry fabs; i.e., in an industry where econo-

mies of scale and swift change of service are

demanded.
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